FLEURS CHRISTMAS USB

BELL

Cutting List
1x Clapper
1x Handle
10x Side
1x Top

1. Glue the Sides to the Top piece.
2. Glue the Handle pieces together. Do the same with the Clapper pieces.
3. Add the Clapper and Handle to the Bell.

CHIMNEY VASE

Cutting List
1x Base
1x Crown
4x Side Mat
4x Side

1. Glue the Side Mats to the Side pieces.
2. Add the Sides to the Base of the chimney.
3. Once glued, add the Crown pieces to the top of the chimney sides (double sided foam tape is useful in here as the crown is slightly wider than the chimney).

CHRISTMAS STAR

Cutting List
1x Base
5x Side
1x Star Top

1. Glue the Sides to the Base.
2. Add the Top piece to the top of the star to finish it.

BIG CHRISTMAS TREE

Cutting List
Storey 1:
1x Base
1x Storey 1 Sides
1x Top

Storey 2:
1x Base
1x Sides
1x Top

Storey 3:
1x Storey 3

1x Trunk

Storey 1:

1. Bend the Sides piece by the score lines and glue to the Base.
2. Add the Top piece.
3. Repeat same process for Storey 2.
4. Bend the Storey 3 piece by the score lines and glue together.
5. Repeat same process for the Trunk.
6. Glue the Storey 3 to Storey 2, and once that is glued add them to Storey 1.
7. Add all glued layers to the Trunk, making sure it’s centred to keep the tree balanced.

SLEIGH

Cutting List
1x Back Mat
1x Back
1x Base
1x Front Mat
1x Front
1x Runner 1 Base (in construction board)
1x Runner 1
1x Runner 2 Base (in construction board)
1x Runner 2
1x Side 1 Mat
1x Side 1 Wall
1x Side 2 Mat
1x Side 2 Wall
1x Sides

1. Glue the Sides, Front and Back pieces to the Base.
2. Glue the Runner 1 and 2 Bases to Runner 1 and 2 pieces.
3. Add the Runners to each side of the Base of the sleigh, bending them by the score lines.
4. Add Side 1 and 2 Walls to each long side of the sleigh.
5. Glue the Side Mats to the Walls.
6. Add the Back Mat and the Front Mat to the back and the front of the sleigh.

**VICTORIAN FIREPLACE**

**Cutting List**
- 1x Back
- 1x Base
- 1x Fire
- 1x Front
- 1x Garland
- 1x Grate
- 1x Mantel
- 1x Sides
- 1x Tiled Floor
- 1x Tiles

*Fire Surround:*
- 1x Part 1
- 1x Part 2
- 1x Part 3
- 1x Part 4

1. Glue the Fire Surround pieces to the Front of the fireplace, starting to glue Part 1 in the first place, followed by Part 2, 3 and 4.
2. Glue the Tiles pieces together and bend by the score lines before adding them to the front of the fireplace.
3. Glue the Sides, Front and Back to the Base of the fireplace.
4. Add the Mantel piece to the top.
5. Add the Fire to the inside of the fireplace (it can glued in the back of the fireplace or in the back of the Grate, depending on the effect desired).
6. Add the Grate to the fireplace, in the firebox opening, in between the cheek tiles.
7. For the hearth, glue the Tiled Floor pieces together, adding the grid on top of the base piece.
8. Glue the fireplace to the hearth.
9. Add the Garland and decorate.